Art and Design
KS3
Format
A4 Sketchbooks

Purpose
At the end of each block of work relating to
Assessment Objectives that are in direct line to
AQA GCSE specification, pupils will be given a
mark against similar marking criteria to that of
the GCSE.
Assessed work will be given both positive
comments and one specific target to improve.
Given the nature of the subject pupils may not
always be able to implement this advice until
the following project.
Work which takes place over a few lessons will
allow the opportunity for teacher/self/peer
comments that can be acted on the following
lesson.

Record sheets in front of sketchbooks

Final piece

Marks and AtLs are recorded with teacher mark
books. Marks will be shared with pupils via the
assessment feedback tables in the front of
sketchbooks. However, we want pupils to focus
on feedback rather than marks.
These record each pupil’s specific numeric
target and a subject specific target that is
reflected on throughout the year.
There is opportunity to change this mid-way
through the year if a pupil has made significant
progress.
Final pieces will be given a level and AtL
alongside a teacher comment.
During the time a pupil is working on their final
piece there will be a skills record sheet
attached. Pupils will reflect on their targets and
progress over the time spent working on their
final piece – this process may take several
weeks.

KS4/KS5
Format
Sketchbooks
Pupil handbooks

Purpose
May contain post-it notes to record comments
made by the subject teacher.
All teacher comments and pupil comments are
recorded within this handbook.
Pupils are given space to reflect on advice given
and which pieces of work need improving in
order to achieve their target grade.
Grades are recorded within the handbook.
However, these are subject to change if a pupil
makes any improvements to their work.
On a regular basis grades are used. However, at
the end of a project final marks are given in
accordance with the AQA mark scheme.

